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Information Retrieval Systems (IRSs) based on an ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach
present some problems of loss of information and lack of precision when working with
discrete linguistic expression domains or when applying approximation operations in the
symbolic aggregation methods. In this paper, we present a new IRS model based on the
2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approach, which allows us to overcome the problems of ordinal
fuzzy linguistic IRSs and improve their performance.
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1. Introduction
The main activity of an Information Retrieval System (IRS) is the gathering of
pertinent archived documents that better satisfy the user queries. IRSs present
three components to carry out this activity 1, 2 :
(1) A documentary archive which stores the documents and the representation of
their information contents (index terms).
(2) A query component which allows users to formulate their queries by means of
a query language.
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(3) A query evaluation component which evaluates the documents for a user query
obtaining a Retrieval Status Value (RSV) for each document.
The query component supports the user-IRS interaction, and therefore, it should
be able to account for the imprecision and vagueness typical of human communication. This aspect may be modelled by means of the introduction of weights in
the query language. Many authors have proposed weighted IRS models using Fuzzy
Set Theory.3–12 Usually, they assume numeric weights associated with the queries
(values in [0, 1]). However, the use of query languages based on numeric weights
forces the user to quantify qualitative concepts (such as “importance”), ignoring
that many users are not able to provide their information needs precisely in a quantitative form but in a qualitative one. In fact, it seems more natural to characterize
the contents of desired documents by explicitly associating a linguistic descriptor
to a term in a query, like “important” or “very important”, instead of a numerical
value. In this sense, some fuzzy linguistic IRS models1, 2, 13–16 have been proposed
using a fuzzy linguistic approach17–19 to model the query weights and document
scores.
A useful fuzzy linguistic approach which allows us to reduce the complexity
of the design for the linguistic IRSs1, 2, 14, 15 is called the ordinal fuzzy linguistic
approach.20–24 In this approach, the query weights and document scores are ordered linguistic terms. These models of IRSs are affected by the two characteristic
problems of ordinal fuzzy linguistic modelling25, 26 :
• The loss of precision: The ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach works with discrete
linguistic domains and this implies some limitations in the representation of the
linguistic information, e.g. to represent the relevance degrees.
• The loss of information: Aggregation operators of ordinal linguistic information
use approximation operations in their definitions (e.g. rounding operation), and
thus this produces the consequent loss of information.
In1 we presented an ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS that accepts weighted queries
based only on one weighting levels (query terms) and allows to associate different
semantic interpretations to the weights. Its query language is based on a Boolean
query language and it uses the t-conorm Max and t-norm Min as operators to
evaluate the Boolean logical connectives OR and AND in the retrieval process. In 2
we extended that ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model1 and we presented a new IRS
model that allows users to associate linguistic weights on two weighting levels, query
terms and query subexpressions. This new model uses the same operators to model
the Boolean logical connectives OR and AND in the retrieval process. In15 we presented an ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model which allows to represent the different
information concepts (importance, relevance) that appear in a retrieval process with
different linguistic term sets, that is, using multi-granular linguistic contexts. All
these models1, 2, 15 present the aforementioned limitations associated to the use of
ordinal fuzzy linguistic information, loss of information and lack of precision, as
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well as the loss of flexibility in the computation of the RVSs of documents due to
the use of the operators Max and Min.
The main aim of this paper is to present a new model of a fuzzy linguistic
IRS based on the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approach,25 whose application on the
representation of linguistic information allows us to overcome the main limitations
of the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS models.1, 2, 15 The 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic modelling solves the problems of ordinal one (loss of information and lack of precision).
Furthermore, we introduce a new soft computing operator to model the Boolean
connectives in a more flexible way, the 2-tuple linguistic LOWA (Linguistic Ordered
Weighted Averaging) operator. In such a way, we improve the performance of previous ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS models1, 2, 15 with a limited cost, and it could
contribute to increase the users’ degree of satisfaction.
The paper is set out as follows. In Section 2 the preliminaries on the ordinal
fuzzy linguistic approach, on an ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model and on the 2tuple fuzzy linguistic approach are presented. The new 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic IRS
model is defined in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 draws our conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present the basic elements needed to understand our new proposal: the ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach,21 the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model
defined in,1 and the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approach.25
2.1. The ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach
The fuzzy linguistic approach is an approximate tool used to model qualitative
information in a problem. It is based on the concept of linguistic variable and has
been satisfactorily used in many problems.13, 21, 27–33
The ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach21 is a type of fuzzy linguistic approach.
An ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach is defined by considering a finite and totally
ordered label set S = {s0 , . . . , sT }, T + 1 being the cardinality of S in the usual
sense, and with odd cardinality (usually 7 or 9 labels). It is also assumed that each
linguistic label si has assigned a triangular membership function µsi represented by
three parameters, (ai , bi , ci ), being bi the central point of the function, and ai and
ci the left and right points, respectively.
Example 1. A set with 7 linguistic labels could be that drawn in Figure 1 with
S = {s0 = N ull(N ), s1 = V ery Low(V L), s2 = Low(L), s3 = M edium(M ), s4 =
High(H), s5 = V ery High(V H), s6 = T otal(T O)}, and the following triangular
membership functions
N = (0, 0, .17)
V L = (0, .17, .33)
L = (.17, .33, .5) M = (.33, .5, .67)
H = (.5, .67, .83) V H = (.67, .83, 1)
T O = (.83, 1, 1).
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Fig. 1. A set with 7 labels.

Assuming the unit interval [0, 1] as reference domain, the mid term (M ) represents an assessment of “approximately 0.5” and the rest of the terms are placed
symmetrically around it.34
The semantics of the linguistic terms set is established from the ordered structure
of the terms set by considering that each linguistic term for the pair (si , sT −i ) is
equally informative.
The computational model to combine ordinal linguistic information consists of
three types of operators:
(1) Negation operator: N eg(si ) = sj , j = T − i.
(2) Comparison operators:
• Maximization operator: M AX(si , sj ) = si if si ≥ sj .
• Minimization operator: M IN (si , sj ) = si if si ≤ sj .
(3) Aggregation operators: Usually to combine ordinal linguistic information we
use aggregation operators based on symbolic computation, e.g. the LOWA operator,21 which is a linguistic OWA operator35 defined using the convex combination of linguistic labels.36
Definition 1. .21 Let {a1 , . . . , am } be a set of labels to aggregate, then the
LOWA operator φ is defined as:
φ(a1 , . . . , am ) = W · B T = C m {wk , bk , k = 1, . . . , m} =
= w1 ⊗ b1 ⊕ (1 − w1 ) ⊗ C m−1 {βh , bh , h = 2, . . . , m},
where W = [w1 , . . . , wn ], is a weighting vector, such that, w1 ∈ [0, 1] and
P
h
Pw
, h = {2, . . . , m}, and B is the associated ordered
m
i wi = 1, βh =
2 wk
label vector. Each element bi ∈ B is the i-th largest label in the collection
{a1 , . . . , am }, and C m is the convex combination operator of m labels. If wj =
1 and wi = 0 with i 6= j∀i, the combination is defined as: C m {wi , bi , i =
1, . . . , m} = bj .
And if m = 2 then it is defined as:
C 2 {wi , bi , i = 1, 2} = w1 ⊗ sj ⊕ (1 − w1 ) ⊗ si = sk , sj , si ∈ S, (j ≥ i),
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such that k = min{T, i + round(w1 · (j − i))}, where round(·) is the usual round
operation, and b1 = sj , b2 = si .
We should point out that the LOWA operator presents two important advantages with respect to other linguistic aggregation operators. Firstly, it allows
to aggregate linguistic information in an automatic way and no linguistic approximation process is necessary, and secondly, it allows to soften the hard
behaviour of the usual fuzzy connectives, t-norms and t-conorms, which is very
useful in particular applications, as in IR to model the evaluation of the Boolean
connectives. This last one is illustrated in the following example.
Example 2. Suppose m = 3, W = [.7, .2, .1] and the label set with 9 labels
{s0 = N, s1 = EL, s2 = V L, s3 = L, s4 = M, s5 = H, s6 = V H, s7 = EH, s8 =
T O}. So, if we aggregate the linguistic values {T O, V L, EL} with the linguistic
t-conorm MAX, the result clearly is the label T O, whereas if we use the LOWA
operator the result is V H, which is computed as follows:
φ(T O, V L, EL) = C 3 {(.7, T O), (.2, V L), (0.1, EL)} =
.7 ⊗ T O ⊕ .3 ⊗ C 2 {(.66, V L), (.34, EL)}
As C 2 {(.66, V L = s2 ), (.34, EL = s1 )} = s2 = V L because M in {8, 1 +
round((2 − 1) · .66)} = M in{8, 2} = 2, then φ(T O, V L, EL) = V H given that
M in {8, 2 + round((8 − 2) · .7)} = M in{8, 6} = 6, and s6 = V H.
2.2. An ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model
In,1 we proposed an ordinal linguistic weighted IRS that presents the following
elements to carry out its activity:
Documentary archive. This archive stores the finite set of documents D =
{d1 , . . . , dm } represented by a finite set of index terms T = {t1 , . . . , tl }, which
describe the subject content of the documents. The representation of a document is a fuzzy set of terms characterized by a numeric indexing function
F : D × T → [0, 1], which is called index term weighting function:10
dj = F(dj , t1 )/t1 + F(dj , t2 )/t2 + . . . + F(dj , tl )/tl .
F weighs index terms according to their significance in describing the content
of a document. Thus F(dj , ti ) is a numerical weight that represents the degree
of significance of ti in dj .
Query component. Query component is based on a weighted Boolean query language to express user information needs. As it is known the Boolean query
language is used in both Boolean and extended Boolean IR models. With this
language each query is expressed as a combination of the weighted index terms
that are connected by logical operators AND (∧), OR (∨), and NOT (¬). This
query component allows users to weigh each term in a query according to three
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different semantics possibilities, which could be used simultaneously by them
with enough knowledge. As in,13 we used the linguistic variable Importance to
express the linguistic weights associated to the query terms. Thus, we considered
a set of ordinal linguistic values S to express the linguistic weights. Then, we defined a linguistic weighted Boolean query as any legitimate Boolean expression
whose atomic components (atoms) are quadruples < ti , c1i , c2i , c3i > belonging
to the set, T × S 3 , ti ∈ T , and c1i , c2i , c3i are ordinal values of the linguistic variable Importance, modelling a symmetrical threshold semantics, a quantitative
semantics, and a relative importance semantics, respectively. Accordingly, the
set Q of the legitimate queries is defined by the following syntactic rules:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

∀q =< ti , c1i , c2i , c3i >∈ T × S 3 → q ∈ Q.
∀q, p ∈ Q → q ∧ p ∈ Q.
∀q, p ∈ Q → q ∨ p ∈ Q.
∀q ∈ Q → ¬q ∈ Q.
All legitimate queries q ∈ Q are only those obtained by applying rules 1-4,
inclusive.

We should point out that although the three semantics could be used simultaneously, this is very difficult, even for expert users. We assume that when a user
wants to provide his information needs with our language he previously has to
decide how many semantics to use. The important aspect of this language is that
it generalizes those languages based on only one weighting semantics, allowing
us to express our information needs by choosing among three possibilities to
weigh query terms.
Query evaluation component. The goal of the evaluation component is to evaluate documents in terms of their relevance to a linguistic weighted Boolean
query according to the above three possible semantics. A Boolean query with
more than one weighted term is evaluated by means of a constructive bottomup process based on the criterion of separability.8, 10 This process includes the
five subsequent steps:
(1) Preprocessing of the query: In this step, the user query is preprocessed to
put it into either conjunctive normal form (CNF) or disjunctive normal
form (DNF), with the result that all its Boolean subexpressions must have
more than two atoms.
(2) Evaluation of atoms with respect to the symmetrical threshold semantics:
In this step, the documents are evaluated with regard to their relevance
to individual atoms in the query, considering only the restrictions imposed by the symmetrical threshold semantics. With a usual threshold
semantics16 a weighted term expresses the minimally acceptable documents for a user, that is, a query < ti , wi > is synonymous with the query
< ti , “at least wi00 >, and such an interpretation is modelled by a nondecreasing matching function. However, in1 we assumed that a user can
search for documents with a minimally acceptable presence of one term or
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documents with a maximally acceptable absence of one term, and then we
defined the symmetrical threshold semantics. This semantic defines query
weights as requirements of satisfaction of each term of query to be considered in matching document representations to the query. By associating
threshold weights to terms in a query, the user is asking to see all documents sufficiently about the topics represented by such terms. In practice,
he requires to reward a document whose index term weights F exceed the
established thresholds with a high RSV, but allowing some small partial
credit for a document whose F values are lower than the thresholds. Then,
the query weights indicate presence requirements, i.e., they are presence
weights. Symmetrical threshold semantics 1, 2 is a special threshold semantics which assumes that a user may use presence weights or absence weights
in the formulation of weighted queries. Then, it is symmetrical with respect to the mid threshold value, i.e., it presents the usual behaviour for
the threshold values which are on the right of the mid threshold value
(presence weights), and the opposite behaviour for the values which are
on the left (absence weights or presence weights with low value).
Assuming this threshold semantics when a user asks for documents in
which the concept(s) represented by a term ti is (are) with the value High
Importance, the user would not reject a document with an F value greater
than High; on the contrary, when a user asks for documents in which the
concept(s) represented by a term ti is (are) with the value Low Importance,
the user would not reject a document with an F value less than Low. Given
a request < ti , wi1 , −, − >, this means that the linguistic query weights that
imply the presence of a term in a document wi1 ≥ sT /2 (e.g. High, Very
High,) must be treated differently to the linguistic query weights that imply
the absence of one term in a document wi1 < sT /2 (e.g. Low, Very Low).
Then, if wi1 ≥ sT /2 the request < ti , wi1 , −, − >, is synonymous with the
request < ti , at least wi1 , −, − >, which expresses the fact that the desired
documents are those having F values as high as possible; and if wi1 < sT /2
then it is synonymous with the request < ti , at most wi1 , −, − >, which
expresses the fact that the desired documents are those having F values as
low as possible. This interpretation is modelled by the following linguistic
matching function g 1 :


s0
sb ≥ s T ∧ s a = s 0

2



s
s

b ≥ s T ∧ s0 < s a < s b
i1

2



sb ≥ s T ∧ s b ≤ s a < s T
s i2


2


sT
sb ≥ s T ∧ s a = s T
i,1
1
1
2
(1)
RSVj = g (dj , ti , ci ) =

sT
sb < s T ∧ s a = s 0

2



 N eg(si1 ) sb < s T2 ∧ s0 < sa ≤ sb



 N eg(si2 ) sb < s T ∧ sb < sa < sT


2


s0
sb < s T ∧ s a = s T
2
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a−b
such that: i1 = M ax{0, round(b − b−a
k )}, i2 = M in{T, round(b + k )},
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , b} being a sensitivity parameter defined to control the importance of the closeness between Label(F(dj , ti )) and c1i in the final result.
The greater the value of k, the smaller the importance of the value of distance. k affects the threshold fuzziness, and therefore, different k values
can allow us to model different interpretations of the threshold semantics.
g 1 was based on the distance or closeness between the linguistic index
weight Label(F(dj , ti )) = sa and the linguistic query term weight c1i = sb ,
being Label : [0, 1] → S a function that assigns a label in S to a numeric
value r ∈ [0, 1] according to the following expression:

Label(r) = Supq {sq ∈ S : µsq (r) = Supv {µsv (r)}}.
(3) Evaluation of atoms with respect to the quantitative semantics: In this step,
the documents are evaluated with regard to their relevance to individual
atoms of query, but this time, considering the restrictions imposed by the
quantitative semantics. In,1 the evaluation of the atom < ti , c1i , c2i , c3i >
with respect to the quantitative semantics associated with c2i for a document dj , called RSVji,1,2 ∈ S, was obtained by means of the linguistic
matching function g 2 : D × S 2 → S as follows:

s0
dj 6∈ β S
RSVji,1,2 = g 2 (dj , RSVji,1 , c2i ) =
(2)
RSVji,1 dj ∈ β S
where β S is the set of documents such that β S ⊆ Supp(Mi ) where Mi =
{(d1 , RSV1i,1 ), . . . , (dm , RSVmi,1 )}, is a fuzzy subset of documents obtained
according to the followings steps:
(a) K = ]Supp(Mi ).
(b) REPEAT
K }}.
MiK = {sq ∈ S : µsq ( K
)
m ) = Supv {µsv ( m
K
K
S = Supq {sq ∈ Mi }.
K = K − 1.
(c) UNTIL((c2i ∈ MiK+1 ) ∨ (c2i ≥ S K+1 )).
i,1
i,1
(d) β S = {dσ(1) , . . . , dσ(K+1) }, such that RSVσ(h)
≤ RSVσ(l)
, ∀l ≤ h.
According to g 2 , the application of the quantitative semantics reduces the
number of documents to be considered in the evaluation of ti in the later
steps.
(4) Evaluation of subexpressions and modelling the importance semantics: In
this step, the documents are evaluated with regards to their relevance to
Boolean subexpressions of the queries (Boolean combinations of atoms
established by means of the logical connectives), considering the restrictions imposed on the connected atoms by the importance semantics. We
may have two kinds of subexpressions:conjunctive, or disjunctive ones. To
model the connective AND we use the linguistic MIN operator and to
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model the connective OR we use the linguistic MAX operator. In case of
connective AND, the evaluation of importance weights is introduced by using the linguistic transformation function M AX(N eg(weight), value), and
in the OR connective case by using the linguistic transformation function
M IN (weight, value).
(5) Evaluation of the whole query: In this final step of evaluation, the documents are evaluated with regards to their relevance to Boolean combinations in all the Boolean subexpressions existing in a query. To evaluate the
connectives AND and OR we use the operators linguistic MIN and MAX,
respectively.
2.3. The 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic model
Let S = {s0 , . . . , sT } be a linguistic term set, if a symbolic method aggregating
linguistic information obtains a value β ∈ [0, T ], and β 6∈ {0, . . . , T } then an approximation function (app(·)) is used to express the index of the result in S.25 For
example, in the LOWA defined in Section 2.1, app(·) is the simple function round.
Definition 2. Let β ∈ [0, T ] be the result of an aggregation of the indexes of a set
of labels assessed in a linguistic term set S, i.e., the result of a symbolic aggregation
operation. Let i = round(β) and αi = β−i be two values, such that, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }
and αi ∈ [−.5, .5) then αi is called a Symbolic Translation.
Roughly speaking, the symbolic translation of a linguistic term, si , is a numerical
value assessed in [−.5, .5) that supports the “difference of information” between a
information value β ∈ [0, T ] obtained after a symbolic aggregation operation and
the closest value in {0, . . . , T } that indicates the index of the closest linguistic term
in S (i = round(β)).
From the concept of symbolic translation, Herrera and Martı́nez developed a linguistic representation model which represents the linguistic information by means of
2-tuples (si , αi ), si ∈ S and αi ∈ [−.5, .5): i) si represents the linguistic label of the
information, and ii) αi is a numerical value expressing the value of the translation
from the original result β to the closest index label i in S.
This model presents a set of transformation functions between numeric values
and linguistic 2-tuples.
Definition 3. 25 Let S be a linguistic term set and β ∈ [0, T ], then the 2-tuple that
expresses the equivalent information to β is obtained with the following function:
∆ : [0, T ] → S × [−.5, .5),
(
si
i = round(β)
∆(β) = (si , αi ), with
α =β−i
α ∈ [−.5, .5)

(3)

where si has the closest index label to β and αi is the value of the symbolic translation (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Symbolic translation.

Example 3. Let us suppose a symbolic aggregation operation over labels assessed
in S = {s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 } that obtains as its result β = 2.8, then the representation of this information by means of a linguistic 2-tuple will be:
∆(2.8) = (s3 , −.2)
Proposition 1. 25 Let (si , αi ), si ∈ S be a linguistic 2-tuple. There exists always
a ∆−1 function, such that, from a 2-tuple it returns its equivalent numerical value
β ∈ [0, T ] ⊂ R.
Remark 1. 25 From Definition 3 and Proposition 1, it is obvious that the conversion
of a linguistic term into a linguistic 2-tuple consists of adding a value 0 as symbolic
translation: si ∈ S → (si , 0).
The 2-tuple linguistic computational model operates with the 2-tuples without
loss of information and is based on the following operations:25
(1) Negation operator of a 2-tuple: N EG(si , αi ) = ∆(T − ∆−1 (si , αi )).
(2) Comparison of 2-tuples: The comparison of linguistic information represented
by 2-tuples is carried out according to an ordinary lexicographic order. Let
(sk , α1 ) and (sl , α2 ) be two linguistic 2-tuples:
• if k < l then (sk , α1 ) is smaller than (sl , α2 ).
• if k = 1 then:
(a) if α1 = α2 then (sk , α1 ), (sl , α2 ) represents the same information.
(b) if α1 < α2 then (sk , α1 ) is smaller then (sl , α2 ).
(c) if α1 > α2 than (sk , α1 ) is bigger than (sl , α2 ).
(3) Aggregation of 2-tuples: Using the functions ∆ and ∆−1 any numerical aggregation operator can be easily extended for dealing with linguistic 2-tuples. Some
examples are presented in.25
3. A 2-Tuple Fuzzy Linguistic IRS Model
In this section, we present a new fuzzy linguistic IRS model based on the 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic approach whose application to the representation of linguistic
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information allows us to overcome the problems detected in.1 The main novelty
of this new linguistic IRS model is in the design of its query evaluation component
that uses the advantages of the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic model to avoid the loss of
information and lack of precision. Furthermore, it includes a new soft computation
operator, the 2-tuple LOWA operator, which is used to model the logical connectives
AND and OR in a more flexible way.
In the following subsections, we introduce the query evaluation component of
this new IRS model and analyze its performance.
3.1. The query evaluation component of the 2-tuple fuzzy
linguistic IRS model
To define the query evaluation component we assume that users use the same query
language presented in Subsection 2.2. Therefore, users use multi-weighted linguistic
Boolean queries to express their information needs with weights which are assessed
using usual ordinal linguistic terms. Furthermore, the underlying procedure of this
new query evaluation component is similar to that presented in Subsection 2.3,
that is, the evaluation of user queries is also carried out by means of a constructive
bottom-up process based on the criterion of separability 10 and at the same time as
supporting all the possible semantics of query weights considered. We should point
out that the system allows the simultaneous use of all semantics, but really this
is very difficult for a usual user. Really, the most important quality is that this
type of multi-weighted query language increases user-system interaction, because
for example, it allows a user to carry out different query sessions with different
semantics depending on his needs.
In what follows we show the evaluation steps of this new query evaluation component, which are defined using the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approach.
(1) Preprocessing of the query
As in Subsection 2.3, the user query is preprocessed and put into either CNF
or DNF (see Figure 3). We should point out that a user does not use the fuzzy
linguistic 2-tuple representation to provide his information needs by means of
linguistic weighted queries, he uses the ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach which
is easier. The fuzzy linguistic 2-tuple representation is used in the evaluation of
the queries to improve the results.
(2) Evaluation of atoms with respect to the symmetrical threshold semantics
In this step the documents are evaluated according to their relevance only to
atoms of the query, by applying the symmetrical threshold semantics presented
in Subsection 2.3 but defined in a 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic context. The matching
1
function g 1 using now the 2-tuple linguistic representation model is called g2t
:
D × T × S → S × [−.5, .5)).
1
Then, given an atom < ti , c1i , c2i , c3i > and a document dj ∈ D, g2t
the linguistic RSV of dj , called RSVj , is obtained by measuring how well the index
term weight F(dj , ti ) satisfies the request expressed by the linguistic weight c1i
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Fig. 3. Information retrieval process.
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according to the following expression:

(s0 , 0) (sb , 0) ≥ (s T , 0) ∧ (sa , αa ) = (s0 , 0)

2



i1
(sb , 0) ≥ (s T , 0) ∧ (s0 , 0) < (sa , αa ) < (sb , 0)


2


i2
(sb , 0) ≥ (s T , 0) ∧ (sb , 0) ≤ (sa , αa ) < (sT , 0)



 (s , 0) (s , 0) ≥ (s T2 , 0) ∧ (sa , αa ) = (s , 0)
T
T
b
i,1
1
1
2
RSVj = g2t (dj , ti , ci ) =
(4)
(s
,
0)
(s
,
0)
<
(s
,
0)
∧
(s
,
α
)
=
(s
T
a
a

0 , 0)
T
b

2


N eg(i1 ) (sb , 0) < (s T , 0) ∧ (s0 , 0) < (sa , αa ) ≤ (sb , 0)



 N eg(i ) (s , 0) < (s T2 , 0) ∧ (s , 0) < (sa , αa ) < (s , 0)

2
T
b
b


2

(s0 , 0)

(sb , 0) < (s T , 0) ∧ (sa , αa ) = (sT , 0)

such that: i1 = ∆(∆−1 (sb , 0)) −
∆

−1

(sa ,αa )−∆
k

−1

2

∆

−1

(sb ,0)−∆−1 (sa ,αa )
,
k

i2 = ∆(∆−1 (sb , 0) +

(sb ,0)

), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , b}, (sa , αa ) = ∆(T · F(dj , ti )) and (sb , 0) is
the threshold value c1i in the 2-tuple linguistic representation approach.
(3) Evaluation of atoms with respect to the quantitative semantics
In this step, documents are evaluated with regard to their relevance to individual
atoms of the query, but considering the restrictions imposed by the quantitative
semantics. The linguistic quantitative weights are interpreted as follows:1 when
a user establishes a certain quantity of documents for a term in the query,
expressed by a linguistic quantitative weight, then the set of documents to
be retrieved must have the minimum number of documents that satisfies the
compatibility or membership function associated with the meaning of the label
used as linguistic quantitative weight. Furthermore, these documents must be
those that better satisfy the threshold restrictions imposed on the term.
Therefore, given an atom < ti , c1i , c2i , c3i > and assuming that RSVji,1 ∈
(S × [−.5, .5)) represents the evaluation according to the symmetrical threshold semantics for dj , we model the interpretation of a quantitative semantics
2
by means of a 2-tuple linguistic matching function, called g2t
. This function is
i,1
defined between the RSVj and the linguistic quantitative weight c2i ∈ S 2 . The
evaluation value of the atom < ti , c1i , c2i , c3i > with respect to c2i for a document dj , called RSVji,1,2 ∈ (S × [−.5, .5)), is obtained by means of the linguistic
2
matching function g2t
: D×(S ×[−.5, .5))×S → (S ×[−.5, .5)) defined according
to the following expression:

(s0 , 0) dj 6∈ β S
i,1 2
i,1,2
2
(5)
= g2t (dj , RSVj , ci ) =
RSVj
RSVji,1 dj ∈ β S
β S is a subset of documents obtained according to the following steps:
(a) K = ]Supp(Mi ).
(b) REPEAT
S K = (se , αe ) = ∆(T · K
m ).
K = K − 1.
(c) UNTIL((s2i , 0) ≥ S K+1 )
i,1
i,1
(d) β S = {dσ(1),...,dσ(K+1) }, such that RSVσ(h)
≤ RSVσ(l)
, ∀l ≤ h.
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(4) Evaluation of subexpressions and modelling of the relative importance semantics
Then, in this step we have to evaluate the relevance of documents with respect
to all subexpressions of preprocessed queries which are composed of a minimum
number of two atomic components according to the application of preprocessing
step.
Given a subexpression qv with η ≥ 2 atoms, we know that each document
dj presents a partial RSVji,1,2 ∈ (S × [−.5, .5)) with respect to each atom
< ti , c1i , c2i , c3i > of qv . Then, the evaluation of the relevance of a document
dj with respect to the whole subexpression qv implies the aggregation of the
partial relevance degrees {RSVji,1,2 , i = 1, . . . , η} weighted by means of the
respective relative importance degrees {c3i ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , η}. To do that, we
need a weighted aggregation operator of 2-tuple linguistic information which
should guarantee that the more important the query terms, the more important
they are in the determination of the RSVs.
Usually, a weighted aggregation operator to aggregate information carries out
two activities:20
(a) The transformation of the weighted information under the importance degrees by means of a transformation function h; and
(b) The aggregation of the transformed weighted information by means of an
aggregation operator of non-weighted information f . As it is known, the
choice of h depends upon f .
In,12 Yager discussed the effect of the importance degrees on the MAX and MIN
types of aggregation and suggested a class of functions for importance transformation in both types of aggregation. For the MIN aggregation, he suggested
a family of t-conorms acting on the weighted information and the negation of
the importance degree, which presents the non-increasing monotonic property
in these importance degrees. For the MAX aggregation, he suggested a family
of t-norms acting on weighted information and the importance degree, which
presents the non-decreasing monotonic property in these importance degrees.
Following Yager’s recommendations, in1 we proposed to model the conjunctive
subexpressions by means of the linguistic t-norm MIN and transforming the
weighted information under the importance degrees by means of the linguistic
implication function MAX(NEG(weight),value), and the disjunctive subexpressions by means of the linguistic t-conorm MAX and transforming the weighted
information under the importance degrees by means of the linguistic t-norm
MIN. However, as it is known the evaluation of the logical connectives AND
and OR by means of the MIN and MAX operators presents some limitations.
That is, it may cause a very restrictive and inclusive behaviour, respectively.
The problem is that the retrieval process may be deceptive because, on the one
hand, the linguistic MIN t-norm may cause the rejection of useful documents by
the dissatisfaction of any one single criterion of the conjunctive subexpression
and, on the other hand, the linguistic MAX t-conorm may cause the acceptance
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of a useless document by the satisfaction of any single criterion.
Consequently, to aggregate 2-tuple linguistic information we define the 2-tuple
LOWA operator φ2t , which is an extension of the LOWA operator φ presented
in Subsection 2.1. Furthermore, this new operator allows to model both Boolean
connectives AND and OR, and it overcomes the above limitations of the linguistic t-norm MIN and t-conorm MAX because its behaviour can be soften by
means of the weighting vector.
Definition 4. Let {(a1 , α1 ), . . . , (am , αm )} be a set of 2-tuple assessments to
aggregate, then the LOWA2t operator φ2t is definition as:
m
φ2t ((a1 , α1 ), . . . , (am , αm )) = W · B T = C2t
{wk , bk , k = 1, . . . , m} =
m−1
w1 ⊗ b1 ⊕ (1 − w1 ) ⊗ C2t
{βh , bh , h = 2, . . . , m}

where bi = (ai , αi ) ∈ (S × [−.5, .5)), W = [w1 , . . . , wm ] is a weighting vector,
P
h
, h = 2, . . . , m, and B is the
such that ti ∈ [0, 1] and i wi = 1, βh = Pw
m
2 wk
associated ordered 2-tuple vector. Each element bi ∈ B is the i-th largest 2-tuple
m
in the collection {(a1 , α1 ), . . . , (am , αm )), and C2t
is the convex combination
operator of m 2-tuples. If wj = 1 and wi = 0 with i 6= j∀i, j, the convex
m
combination is defined as: C2t
{wi , bi , i = 1, . . . , m} = bj . And if m = 2 then it
is defined as:
2
C2t
{wl , bl , l = 1, 2} = w1 ⊗ bj ⊕ (1 − w1 ) ⊗ bi = ∆(λ)

where λ = ∆−1 (bi ) + w1 · (∆−1 (bj ) − ∆−1 (bi )), bj , bi ∈ S × [−.5, .5), (bj ≥ bi ),
λ ∈ [0, T ].
In order to classify OWA operators in regards to their location between “and”
and “or” Yager35 introduced an orness measure associated with any vector W ,
which allows to characterize its aggregation behaviour:
m

1 X
(m − i) · wi .
orness(W ) =
m − 1 i=1

Given a weighting vector W , then the closer an OWA operator is to an “or”, the
closer its orness measure is to one; while the nearer it is to an “and”, the closer
is the latter measure to zero. Generally, an OWA operator with much of the
nonzero weights near the top will be an orlike operator (orness(W ) > 0.5), and
when the most of the nonzero weights are near the bottom, the OWA operator
will be an andlike operator (orness(W ) ≤ 0.5). We use this good property in
our linguistic IRS to evaluate the logical connectives of Boolean queries OR and
AND.
Then, we use this orness measure to characterize the behaviour of the 2-tuple
LOWA operators φ2t . In particular, we propose to use a 2-tuple LOWA operator
φ12t with orness(W ) ≤ 0.5 to model the AND connective and a 2-tuple LOWA
operator φ22t with orness(W ) > 0.5 to model the OR connective.
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Hence, to evaluate the subexpressions together with the relative importance
semantics and according to activities necessary to aggregate weighted information, if the subexpression is conjunctive then we use f = φ12t and h =
M AX2t (N EG(weight, 0), 2-tuple value), and if it is disjunctive then we use
f = φ22t , then h = M IN2t ((weight, 0), 2-tuple value), being M AX2t and M IN2t
obtained according the comparison operation of 2-tuples defined in Subsection
2.2.
Shortly, given a document dj , we evaluate its relevance with respect to a subexpression qv , called RSVjv ∈ (S × [−.5, .5)) as:
(a) If qv is a conjunctive subexpression then
RSVjv = φ12t (M AX2t (N eg(c31 , 0), RSVj1,1,2 ), . . . , M AX2t (N eg(c3η , 0), RSVjη,1,2 )).

(b) If qv is a disjunctive subexpression then
RSVjv = φ22t (M IN2t ((c31 , 0), RSVj1,1,2 ), . . . , M IN2t ((c3η , 0), RSVjη,1,2 )).
(5) Evaluation of the whole query
In this step, the final evaluation of each document is achieved by combining
their evaluations with respect to all the subexpressions. To do that, we use
again both 2-tuple LOWA operators φ12t and φ22t to model the AND and OR
connectives, respectively.
Then, given a document dj , its relevance with respect to a query, RSVj ∈
(S × [−.5, .5)), is obtained as:
(a) If q is in CNF then RSVj = φ12t (RSVj1 , . . . , RSVjv ), and
(b) If q is in DNF then RSVj = φ22t (RSVj1 , . . . , RSVjv ),
with v standing for the number of subexpressions of q.
This evaluation process of a query is shown in Figure 3.
Remark 2. On the NOT Operator. We should note that, if a query is in CNF
or DNF, we have to define the negation operator only at the level of single
atoms. This simplifies the definition of the NOT operator. As was done in,1 the
evaluation of document dj for a negated weighted atom < ¬ti , c1i , c2i , c3i > is
obtained from the negation of the index term weight F(ti , dj ). This means to
1
calculate the threshold matching function g2t
from the linguistic 2-tuple value
(sa , αa ) = ∆(T · (1 − F(dj , ti ))).
Shortly, this query evaluation component can be synthesized by means of a
general linguistic evaluation function E2t : D × Q → (S × [−.5, .5)), which
evaluates the different kind of preprocessed queries,{q =< ti , c1i , c2i , c3i >, q ∧
p, q ∨ p, ¬q} according to the following five rules:
(a) Atoms:
2
1
E2t (dj , q 1 ) = g2t
(dj , g2t
(dj , ti , c1i ), c2i ),

such that q 1 =< ti , c1i , c2i , c3i >.
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(b) Conjunctive subexpressions:
E2t (dj , q 2 ) = φ12t (M AX2t (N eg(c31 , 0), E2t (dj , q11 )),
. . . , M AX2t (N eg(c3η , 0), E2t (dj , qη1 ))),
being η the number of atoms of q 2 .
(c) Disjunctive subexpressions:
E2t (dj , q 3 ) = φ22t (M IN2t ((c31 , 0), E2t (dj , q11 )), . . . , M IN2t ((c3η , 0), E2t (dj , qη1 ))).

(d) Query in CNF:
E2t (dj , q 4 ) = φ12t (E2t (dj , q13 ), . . . , E2t (dj , qω3 ))
being ω the number of conjunctive subexpressions.
(e) Query in DNF:
E2t (dj , q 5 ) = φ22t (E2t (dj , q12 ), . . . , E2t (dj , qω2 ))
being ω the number of conjunctive subexpressions.
Then, the result of system for any user query q is a fuzzy subset of documents
characterized by the linguistic membership function E2t :
{(d1 , E2t (d1 , q k )), . . . , (dm , E2t (dm , q k ))}, k ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
The documents are shown in decreasing order of E2t and arranged in linguistic
relevance classes, in such a way that the maximal number of classes is limited by
the cardinality of the set of labels chosen for representing the linguistic variable
Relevance.
3.2. Operation of 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic weighted IRS
In this subsection, we present an example of performance of the proposed IRS
model. We also compare its performance with respect to the performance of the
ordinal linguistic IRS model defined in.1
Let us suppose a small documentary archive containing a set of seven documents
D = {d1 , . . . , d7 }, represented by means of a set of ten index terms T = {t1 , . . . , t10 }.
Documents are indexed by means of a numeric indexing function F, which represents
them as follows:
d1 = 0.7/t5 + 0.4/t6 + 1/t7
d2 = 1/t4 + 0.6/t5 + 0.8/t6 + 0.9/t7
d3 = 0.5/t2 + 1/t3 + 0.8/t4
d4 = 0.9/t4 + 0.5/t6 + 1/t7
d5 = 0.7/t3 + 1/t4 + 0.4/t5 + 0.8/t9 + 0.6/t1 0
d6 = 0.8/t5 + 0.99/t6 + 0.8/t7
d7 = 0.8/t5 + 0.02/t6 + 0.8/t7 + 0.9/t8
Then, using the set of nine labels given in Example 2 and the 2-tuple transformation function ∆ we obtain these documents in a 2-tuple 2-tuple linguistic
representation:
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d1 = (V H, −.4)/t5 + (L, .2)/t6 + (T O, 0)/t7
d2 = (T O, 0)/t4 + (H, −.2)/t5 + (V H, .4)/t6 + (EH, .2)/t7
d3 = (M, 0)/t2 + (T O, 0)/t3 + (V H, .4)/t4
d4 = (EH, .2)/t4 + (M, 0)/t6 + (T O, 0)/t7
d5 = (V H, −.4)/t3 + (T O, 0)/t4 + (L, .2)/t5 + (V H, .4)/t9 + (H, −.2)/t10
d6 = (V H, .4)/t5 + (T O, −.08)/t6 + (V H, .4)/t7
d7 = (V H, .4)/t5 + (N, .16)/t6 + (V H, .4)/t7 + (EH, .2)/t8
Suppose that a user formulates the following linguistic weighted query:
q = ((t5 , V H, V L, V H) ∧ (t6 , L, L, V L)) ∨ (t7 , H, L, H).
Then, the evaluation of q is carried out in the following steps:
(1) Preprocessing of the query
The query q is in DNF, but it presents one subexpression with only one atom.
Therefore, q must be preprocessed and transformed into a normal form with
everyone of its subexpressions with a minimum number of two atoms. Then, q
is transformed into the following equivalent query:
q 0 = ((t5 , V H, V L, V H) ∨ (t7 , H, L, H)) ∧ ((t6 , L, L, V L) ∨ (t7 , H, L, H)),
which is expressed in CNF.
(2) Evaluation of the atoms with respect to the symmetrical threshold semantics
After the query q is transformed into normal form, we evaluate all atoms ac1
cording to the symmetrical threshold semantics by means of the function g2t
:
• For t5 :
RSV55,1

{RSV15,1 = (V H, −.2), RSV25,1 = (H, .4),
= (H, −.4), RSV65,1 = (V H, .2), RSV75,1 = (V H, .2)}

• For t6 :
{RSV16,1 = (H, −.1), RSV26,1 = (L, .3), RSV46,1 = (H, −.5),
RSV66,1 = (L, −.46), RSV76,1 = (V H, .42)}
• For t7 :
{RSV17,1 = (T O, 0), RSV27,1 = (V H, .1), RSV47,1 = (T O, 0),
RSV67,1 = (V H, −.3), RSV77,1 = (V H, −.3)}
where, for example the RSV27,1 is calculated as
∆−1 (EH, .2) − ∆−1 (H, 0)
) = (V H, .1),
2
(with k = 2), given that the condition (sb , 0) ≥ (s T )∧(sb , 0) ≤ (sa , αa ) < (sT , 0)
2
is true.
If we apply the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model,1 that is, the linguistic matching function g 1 , then we obtain the following linguistic relevance degrees:
1
RSV27,1 = g2t
(d2 , t7 , H) = ∆(∆−1 (H, 0)+

• For t5 :
{RSV15,1 = V H, RSV25,1 = H, RSV55,1 = H,
RSV65,1 = V H, RSV75,1 = V H}
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• For t6 :
{RSV16,1 = H, RSV26,1 = L, RSV46,1 = H,
RSV66,1 = L, RSV76,1 = V H}
• For t7 :
{RSV17,1 = T O, RSV27,1 = V H, RSV47,1 = T O,
RSV67,1 = V H, RSV77,1 = V H}
In this step, it is easy to observe
the effects of the use of 2-tuple linguistic
representation, i.e., 2-tuple linguistic relevance results are richer than ordinal
linguistic ones.
(3) Evaluation of atoms with respect to the quantitative semantics
The results of the evaluation of atoms of q according to the quantitative seman2
tics modelled by g2t
are the following:
• For t5 :
{RSV65,1,2 = (V H, .2)}
• For t6 :
{RSV16,1,2 = (H, −.1), RSV76,1,2 = (V H, .42)}
• For t7 :
{RSV17,1,2 = (T O, 0), RSV47,1,2 = (T O, 0)}
2
(d2 , RSV17,1 , c27 ) is calculated as follows:
where, for example, the RSV17,1,2 = g2t
K = ]Supp(M7 ) = 5, given that Supp(M7) = {d1 , d2 , d4 , d6 , d7 },
when K = 2 then the condition (c27 , 0) = (L, 0) ≥ (V L, .28) = S 2 is true
therefore, we obtain β S = {d1 , d4 },
2
so, RSV17,1,2 = g2t
(d2 , RSV17,1 , c27 ) = RSV17,1 = (T O, 0), because d1 ∈ β S .
On the other hand, in the case of the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model1 using
the matching function g 2 the results obtained are

• For t5 :
{RSV65,1,2 = V H}
• For t6 :
{RSV16,1,2 = H, RSV76,1,2 = V H}
• For t7 :
{RSV17,1,2 = T O, RSV47,1,2 = T O}
We should note that the quantitative semantics decreases the number of documents associated to be considered in each query term. Really, the 2-tuple
linguistic representation does not affect anything in this step of evaluation.
(4) Evaluation of subexpressions and modelling the relative importance semantics
The query q 0 has two subexpressions and both have two atoms, q10 =
(t5 , V H, V L, V H) ∨ (t7 , H, L, H) and q20 = (t6 , L, L, V L) ∨ (t7 , H, L, H). Each
subexpression is in disjunctive form, and thus, we must use a 2-tuple LOWA
operator φ22t with orness measure orness(W ) > 0.5 (for example, with (W =
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[0.8, 0.2])) together with the transformation function M IN (W eight, 2-tuple
linguistic value) to evaluate them. Then, the results of evaluation applying the
relative importance semantics are:
• For q10 :
{RSV11 = (M, 0), RSV41 = (M, 0), RSV61 = (H, −.2)}
• For q20 :
{RSV12 = (M, .4), RSV42 = (M, 0), RSV72 = (V L, −.4)}
where RSVjv is the result of evaluating the document dj with respect to the
subexpression qv0 , v ∈ {1, 2}.
For example RSV12 is calculated as
RSV12 = φ22t (M IN2t ((c36 , 0), RSV16,1,2 ), M IN2t ((c37 , 0), RSV17,1,2 ))
That is,
RSV12 = φ22t (M IN2t ((V L, 0), (H, −.1)), M IN2t ((H, 0), (T O, 0))) =
= φ22t ((V L, 0), (H, 0)) ⇒
RSV12 = φ22t ((H, 0), (V L, 0)) = ∆(∆−1 (H, 0) · 0.8 + ∆−1 (V L, 0) · 0.2) =
= ∆(5 · 0.8 + 2 · 0.2) = ∆(4.4) = (M, .4).
In the case of the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model,1 that is, using
the linguistic t-conorm MAX together with the transformation function
M IN (W eight, value) to evaluate the disjunctive subexpressions we obtain the
following:
• For q10 :
{RSV11 = H, RSV41 = H, RSV61 = V H}
• For q20 :
{RSV12 = H, RSV42 = H, RSV72 = V L}.
We should point out that in general the 2-tuple LOWA operator decreases
the inclusive effect of the linguistic t-conorm MAX to calculate the linguistic
relevance degrees.
(5) Evaluation of the whole query We obtain the evaluation of the whole query using
a 2-tuple LOWA operator φ12t with orness(W ) < 0.5 (e.g. with (W = [0.2, 0.8])).
{RSV1 = (M, .08), RSV4 = (M, 0), RSV6 = (EL, −.08), RSV7 = (N, .32)}.
The best retrieved documents is d1 , which is calculated as:
RSV1 = φ12t (RSV12 , RSV11 ) = φ12t ((M, .4), (M, 0)) = ∆(∆−1 (M, .4) · 0.2+
∆−1 (M, 0) · 0.8) = ∆(4.08) = (M, .08).
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In the case of the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS model1 the final result achieved
by using the linguistic t-norm MIN is
{RSV1 = H, RSV4 = H}.
In this case, we achieve two best documents, d1 and d4 , without possibility to
distinguish between them. If we shall search information on the Web applying
an ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach we would obtain many documents with the
same linguistic relevance degree and we would not be able to distinguish between
relevant and non-relevant documents. Therefore, our 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic IRS
allows to work with a finest relevance representation.
In Figure 4 we show graphically the whole example of operation of this 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic IRS model.

3.3. Evaluation with respect to the ordinal fuzzy IRS: Advantages
and drawbacks
In this subsection, we compare our 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic IRS (called SRI2t ) with
respect to the ordinal fuzzy linguistic IRS defined in1 (called SRIo ).
To do that, we have worked with the well known CACM documentary base to
test the performance of our proposal. The 3204 documents of CACM have been
automatically indexed by first extracting the non-stop words, and then using the
normalized IDF scheme to generate the term weights in the document. CACM has
got 64 predefined queries, which have been extended to Boolean ordinal weighted
queries by weighting its terms with three ordinal linguistic values using the terms
set of Example 2 and the five rules given in the Query Component defined in Section
2.2. For example, query number 8 is compound by six terms: address, operat, schem,
resourc, network, system and it is extended to the Boolean ordinal weighted query
as follows:
haddress, L, V H, Hi AN D hoperat, M, T O, V Hi AN D hschem, L, V H, V Hi AN D
hresourc, V L, T O, T Oi AN D hnetwork, L, M, Hi AN D hsystem, M, T O, Hi.
From this experiment, we can conclude the following:
• With respect to the information representation: The system SRI2t allows us
to distinguish the better documents. For example, we can observe this if we
compare the results of SRIo and SRI2t for the above query which are shown
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Both SRIo and SRI2t achieve same documents
set, but SRI2t is able to obtain a best ranking of them.
• With respect to the evaluation operators: The use of the 2-tuple LOWA operator
to model the connectives AND and OR incorporates more flexibility in the
computation of the results. For example, in Table 2 we have used the operator
LOWA2t with an orness(W ) = 0, that is, we have used an operator equivalent
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Fig. 4. Information retrieval process.

to the t-norm MIN used in SRIo . In such a way, we obtain the same documents.
This happens always, that is, SRI2t retrieves at least the same documents as
SRIo does. It is possible that SRI2t retrieves more documents by softening the
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Table 1. Relevance results of SRIo .

Rank
1#
...
...
...
...
...
...

ID Doc
2967
2895
2785
2060
1747
1471
1262

RSV
VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
VH

Table 2. Relevance results of SRI2t .

Rank
1#
2#
3#
4#
5#
6#
7#

ID Doc
2967
2060
1747
1471
2785
2895
1262

RSV
(VH,0.09)
(VH,0.08)
(VH,0.01)
(VH,-0.06)
(VH,-0.29)
(VH,-0.36)
(VH,-0.44)

Table 3. Relevance results of SRI2t with orness = 0.2.

Rank
1#
2#
3#
4#
5#
6#
7#
8#
9#
10#
11#
12#
13#

ID Doc
2967
2060
1747
1471
2785
1262
2895
2002
1315
2922
2396
3077
2106

RSV
(VH,0.23)
(VH,0.19)
(VH,0.16)
(VH,0.07)
(VH,-0.00)
(VH,-0.03)
(VH,-0.05)
(M,0.24)
(M,0.23)
(M,0.23)
(M,0.22)
(M,0.22)
(M,0.22)

restrictive behavior of the AND connective. For example, in Table 3 using a
LOWA2t with orness = 0.2) we have more documents, some relevant (8, 9, 10)
and others not (11, 12, 13).
• With respect to the precision and recall: Both SRIo and SRI2t in similar conditions, that is, using a LOWA2t with orness = 0 and a LOWA2t with orness = 1
to model the connectives AND and OR, respectively, present similar precision
and recall indexes. However, when we change the orness the precision and
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recall measures change also. For example, if we use a LOWA2t with orness = 0
to model the connective AND and then we use a LOWA2t with orness = 0.2,
we observe that the precision measure is decreased and the recall is increased.
Inverse behaviour is observed in the case of the connective OR.
Finally, we should analyze the main advantages and drawbacks of SRI2t with
respect to SRIo .
Advantages. • Firstly, it is obvious the advantage of the use of the 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic representation model in SRI2t , given that if we use an
ordinal linguistic representation it is impossible to distinguish the relevance
difference between some documents.
• Secondly, also it is obvious that the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic representation
model avoids the loss of information in the computation process of relevance
degrees.
• Thirdly, with the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic representation model in SRI2t the
complexity of some matching functions is simplified, as it is the case of the
quantitative semantics.
• Fourthly, the new linguistic operator proposed to model the logical connectives AND and OR, the 2-tuple LOWA operator, incorporates more
flexibility in the computation of the results.
• We should point out that this new linguistic IRS model improves in general the performance of SRIo with a minimum cost and without to affect
negatively to the IRS-user interaction, given that the query language is the
same and the relevance degrees continue being expressed in a linguistic way.
Drawbacks. We observe the similar drawbacks that affect to the IRS model proposed in.1 Mainly two:
• With the query subsystem user can express a large number of requirements,
but he must decide what and how many semantics must be considered for
formulating his/her information needs, the system supports all the possibilities. Therefore, it is necessary the design of an adequate user interface
that could help users to make better use of the expression possibilities of
the weighted query language.
• To define tools that could allow users to control the aggregations in the
evaluation process, i.e., involving the concept of users’ relevance in the
level of Boolean logical connectives.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new linguistic IRS model based on the 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic approach. Such a linguistic approach allows to avoid the problems
of loss of precision and lack of information detected in the ordinal fuzzy linguistic
IRS activity, and consequently, it improves its performance. This improvement is
achieved because the evaluation of the relevance of documents is not expressed
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only by means of a single label, but also it has associated a translation value that
stores an information, which in the ordinal case is discarded. Additionally, we have
incorporated a new operator, the 2-tuple LOWA operator, which allows to soften
the modelling of the Boolean logical connectives AND and OR, and in such a way,
to contribute to improve the retrieval results.
In the future, we will study mechanisms to improve the performance of this
linguistic IRS model. We think that a possible solution could consist to incorporate
more information in the system about the concept of relevance that users present.
For example, this could be achieved by defining the linguistic matching functions
and the aggregation operators depending on the user’s parameters.
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